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Continued

GLORY OF DHAM
A lecture by Shri Ramesh Baba Ji Maharaj dt. 5/2/04

Translation By : Shri Ravi Monga, New Delhi

Not before that, ever. Being scholarly does
not help at all. Only when one’s isht, Dhaami
takes seat in one’s heart, can one obtain Dham
Nistha. Prior to this, it’s a vacuum. People are
found debating “Is God not all pervading and
Omni present? Where is he not? They come
up with such ideas that one is forced to remain
silent. They say that we are trying to prove
that God is not all pervading. All I want to say
to them is that O dear ones, we absolutely agree
that God is all pervading but all we are doing
is believe in what has been declared by true
saints of the past. If you want to sue me, you
would rather sue those mahapurush (saints). I
am a mere parrot and have memorized these
facts by heart and keep repeating them. God,
the all pervading is like a tree. It happens that
a fruit appears on this tree. Tell me, what is
better to eat, the tree or the fruit from the tree.
Of course, the fruit. I shall explain everything
with scriptural evidences. If I eat the fruit, it
does not mean that I have denounced the tree
or have chopped it off. The relishing fruit had
appeared from the tree and the fact is that by
my eating it, my Nistha for the tree only grew
in the process. The one who sees the tree and
its fruit as different entities is a deluded person.
God, the master of infinite universes does stay
only in Braj. They say that by saying this we
are limiting him, under stating his glories. They
keep coming up with big arguments. Hear this

Bhuan anek roam prati jaasu
Yeh prabhuta kachu bahut naa taasu.

(Ramcharitmanas uttarkand-22)

People say that we have reduced the master
of infinite universes to just a master of a small
place like Awadh. No we did not. One should
ask the tree why it bears fruit. Why does tree

not turn into a big fruit? Should one eat the
whole tree? Should one eat the barks of a
mango tree?

Soaoo jaane kar phal yeh leela
Kahahi mahamunivar damseela

(Ramcharitmanas uttarkand-22)

It is not that we reduced God into a limited
size. We only turned him into a fruit of nectar.
This is so as only a fruit can bear nectar and
not a tree. Hence, one should understand the
glories of Dham. If one does not understand
these glories then he shall not obtain the nectar
of dham and is a fool no matter how brilliant a
scholar he is. It is not me saying this, it is
Goswami Tulsidasji saying it and if you wish
to sue somebody it should be him and not me.
Even He put up a caveat as he actually said
this principal has been declared by great saints
of the past. You never know when a critic can
come up with a bold new negative counter
point. Hence, he said that really great saints
have concluded this concept that when god
turns into a dweller of one place only then true
nectar can be formed. It is after understanding
these glories can one come to relish the nectar
of God.

Sou mahima khages jinh jaani
Phiri ehi charit tinhahu rati maani.

(Ramcharitmanas uttarkand-22)

O Garud ji, people who have understood
these glories then relish the nectar that follows
while (baba says) people like me only come
up with counter questions, doubts and
arguments and also claim to be learned
scholars. They after having understood all the
glories accept the supremacy of dham. It is
very difficult to understand this concept.


